Technology powering the performance of event suppliers

Shipping
Does this sound all too familiar?
¾ It seems that every truck due in on a given day, arrives at the same time, causing a real fire drill.
¾ We spend hours retyping hand written packing lists and still can't find things on the show floor.
¾ Transshipping from shows causes all kinds of confusion.
¾ We would like to use remote warehouses to lower costs but can't seem to master the logistics.

What’s in it for me?
Reduce administration time. Streamline critical information transfer. Improve tracking & reporting.

Shipping is a critical Project management challenge. But, it need not be difficult!

Shipping
Not having your freight “on time” is a sure show stopper. In order to guard against this your team spends a lot of time managing all of
the countless details required to be successful. Want to cut that time in half or more? Eliminate typing and retyping the same
information, suffering from simple typos? Want to be able to see all shipments by Project, for the week by a particular carrier?





Enter the data one time and it becomes available in the Project’s shipping screen drop downs
View the shipments for a Project, print a BOL, Packing list and Labels all from one interface
See the delivers and pickups for all of your customers on one screen.
Click a mouse to create Pick lists and Packing lists

Is everyday at your docks a fire drill. Take control! Eliminate costly mistakes.

Shipping
Gathering all the details for a shipment is just part of the challenge. Now you need to manage the materials onto the right shipment.
Then you need to know did it transship or is it back in my warehouse. Oh yeah, and if it came back is it all in one piece so when I go to
pull it next month I’m not facing a fire drill.





Pull information from a stored database of warehouse and carriers
Make automated Transshipments that update your receiving lists
Track the history of any Assets movement
Call for the current location of every Asset
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